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Let us consider t“wodisks
in I’iga1, placed s~ymmetricallY
sand%, shown in cross-section
with respect to the plane y y’.
These disks preferably have such cross-sections that their KY
increases rapidly witk the angle of attack of the relative wind to
which they are exposed.
Let us connect these two disks by a rigid rod t.
Let us assume that the relative wind flows in the direction
y’ y parallel to the plane of symmetry. It will produce on these
two disks two thrusts p and PI equal and opposite in direction
and the system will remain in equilibrium.
Let us now assume that the relative wind blows in the direc-
tion f, at an angle @ with the original direction. The thrust
p is then diminished and becomes p’. The th~st P3 increases
and becomes p’x and the whole system tends to turn toward the
right.
If this system were mounted on a hinged parallelogram,
would continue to move to the right until something
Let us mount it, not on a parallelogram but on
pezium, as shown in Fig. 1. The relative wind f?
tend to turn it toward the right. The disks S and
st~ped
it
it*
a hinged tra-
will always
SI will be-
come St and S’l and.the xod t will become..tt. It is c?ear that
equilibrium will.be established when S* and Stl are in the new
relative wind> i.e. when tr~erod t has turned exactly the angleu.
—
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IWe will then
siinplya function
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have a real win~ vane whose indi~a~idh~ wiil be
of the directitinof the xelativo wind (and not
,,, ,..,.......!,..,-,-.—.,,.. ,.,.
at all of its veloaity), provided, of course, that there is enough
energy to overcxxaethe passive resistance of the pivots. It is,
however, evident that this energy i’sconsiderable.
Let us now consider the radius vector o’m, m being the
middle of the rod t, and let u be the angle it must make with
;l_?JT.
By making the calculation, we find between u and ~ the
relation
1 1
tan u = tan w
1 - ~ (1 + tan2 w) 5
.
In order to give some idea of the relative order of magnitude
of u and @, we may note the following: The angles u to be meas-
u~ed being very small, tana Q is an infinitely small quantity
of the second order and may be disregarded in praCtiGe.
If then we make a = 0.99b, a and b being the lengths of
the parallel sides of the trapezium, we find tan U = 100 t= @.
If we have any means of measuring the angle U, we will have
a wind vane with the following advantages.
1. Greai precision,- The system of multiplication of angles
employed has, in fact, this valuable characteristic that the en-
ergy increases at nearly the same rate as the rat-ioof multiplicat-
ion adopted. Furthermore, the angle u by actual measurement
being very
+:
wi12 be of
large compared with w, the relative errors committed
only little importance..
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2. Ifisensibilitvto vibrations.- In an ordinary
small vibrations exert a direct action on the angles
wir.dvane, ik@
of deviation’
tobe measured and render’”their-r~ading ‘extremely’di”ffictit.Here
it is evident, however, that small vibrations of ‘thedisks S a*dS;
have but a very slight effect on the value of u and consequen*iY
of u.
APPIJICAT~IO.NS.
I..GENERAL AERODYNAMICS.
Whenever it is desired to find the exact direction of an air
current.
It should be noted here that the value of each type depends
only on the ratio of the lengths of the two parallel sides of the
trapezium and not on their absolute values nor the distance between
‘“them. We can therefore easily construct instruments of very Small
size, thus enabling investigations almost everywhere.
1. Here
tions on the
ationof the
11. AVIATION.
again, whenever it is desired to conduct investi@-
direction of an air current, e.g., to stu&~ the devi-
relative wind produced by an airplane cell from the
point of view of the action cm the tail members.
2* As slip in&~cator.- It may be noted that the indication is
practically instantaneous and as accurate as desired,
,.,,
3* AS indicator of a~gles of attaoJ.- Let us consider an air=”~
——
plane polar as given in Fig. 2. It would be extremely useful for
the pilot to knew the az~g~.eof attack at which he iS flying.
———. . ,. . ... ...
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For eiample, at 0° the hechanical Stresses on the various
parts of the airplane are large and there is ,dangerof rupture,
At 13° the airplane is ‘approachinga dangerous zone ~nd at 11
.,,.-.,,-,.–— . . ..—
it is already in this zone. This angle of 14° is also the one
which must not be exceeded in landing.
The angle of 6° is also a very remarkable angle which it is
well to know, since it is the optimum angle. It is, in fact,
known that this is the angle which enables the longest
Moreover, if a propeller has its maximum efficiency at
the optimum angle will always be the economical angle.
It is known that, when there is no wind, the fuel
for a given flight is proportional to the expression
KY ~
--:
Ky q
glides.
this angle,
consumption
q being the propeller efficiency. The fuel cons~tion is there-
fore least for the optimum angle, the angle for which we have at
the same time the minimum value of ~ and the maximum value of
Ky
~.
AS soon as we leave this angle, the value of the e~ression
Kx & increases ana the increase offsets the saving which might
ry #
be made, either with a favorable wind by flying at “a larger angle
or with a contrary wind by fly”ingat a smaller angle~
This holds true even for quite strong winds, those attaining,
for example, one-third of the speed of the airplane. In most
cases, therefore, pilots may be instficted to’”fly”at the optimum
angle under all conditions of weight, altitude and wind. NO other
instrument known can give so sure and simple indications from
this point of views
.m.mm n—..mm nm-, .— —.
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4. For testing aim lanes and pz’rellers durinr fli~ht.- Using
—.. —
-knownnotati’~nsj””we““h&tie”~ ‘“’”’““ ““” “
In ~lidfi;ng. In straiRht hori.zo~tal.flight.
.—
(1) Woos f3=Ky V2P (3) w ‘—= Ky (v’)2p’
(2) W6in~=Kx V2p ‘ (4) T = KX (V’)3
The weight W of the aizplane is known. An inclinometer
will give G. The value of V2 p is given directly, for positive
or negative pressure, by the speed indicators. We can therefore,
by using either of the equations (1) and (2) or both at the same
time, determine the polar of the airplane in a few gliding flights.
The only apparent necessary correction is the one due to the
drag produoeciby the propeller. If the r.p.m. of the propeller i8
also noted at the same time as 6 and V2P, the correction is
easily made.
Equation (3), by means of horizontal flights, renders it possi-
ble either to verify the values of Ky, or, if we do not have a
good inclinometer, to calculate tjby using the,ewression
V2 &Cc)se = ——
(VI)2 p’
Lastly, equation (4) renders ii possible, by means of horizon-
tal flights at various angleq of attack, with chronometry of the
corresponding speeds, to determine the propeller efficiency at dif-
ferent flight speeds. This greatly simplifies airplane tests dur-
ing flight.
5. AS twn indicator,- Let us oonsider an airplane whose ion-
1..” I
I-6--
gi%udinal axis
longer flows W
A13 and center of grav$ty G are represented in
asQume~~that the ~~airplane is ‘makinga turn with a
Evidently the relative wind at the point A no
the direction. f, a~ in ~ectilinear flight, but
in the direction ft forming, with relation to f, an angle U
equal to the parallax of the distanoe AG viewed from the point
0. ~L,erYturn is accordingly manifested at the point A by a de-
vj-ationof the relative wind and it will only be necessarY to sig-
nal this deviation to the pilot to inform him that the course is
no longer straight.
In practice, unfortunately, every turn is acco~anied by
skidding or slipping, which perverts the indications of the vane+
In order to correct this error, we may place a second wind
Wne to the right of the center of gravity and with the two vanes
control pointers mounted on the same axis. When there is only a
slip, the pointezs wili remain superposed and will indicate this
slip. When there is also a turaing at the same time, there will
be a certain angle between the pointers. The pilot can then cor-
rect both the slip and the turn.
AUTOMATIC STABILIZATION OF AIR?LANES.
As just explained, the wind vane may be employed as an indi-
cator both of slips and of angles of attack+ These two:propert~-es
enable us to conceive a;..?~ysimple method for the automatic sta-
bilization of airplanes.
. .
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LATERAL STABILIZATION.”
At a certain distance from the ground,
ger laterally when it skids. In
warning.
It can do still better+ We
is considerable. Let us give to
this evefit
an airplane is in dan-
the wind vane gives
have seen that the energy involve<;.
our vane a total area of one
.,
Square meter and the cross-sectionof the Eiffel wing No. 4.SfOr
which A.Ky corresponding to 1P is”about 0.0087. Adopting a re-
.,
duotion coefficient of 0.8 to allow for interaction, the stress
on the vaae for a
f =
This & more
spe”edof 50 m/see “at1° will be
0.0087 X 1 X 502 X 0.8 = 17.4 km.
than we require for controlling the ailerons
directly without the aid of a servo-motor.
I% should be mentioned that as soon as the slipceases and’
the vane is again in the bed of the relative wind, the ailerons
will resume their position, and that their action will increase
and decrease with the angle.of slip.
When the pilot operates the rudder-bar for the purpose of
changing his direction, the airplane will not tip enough by itself
to avoid a little skidding, but the action of the wind vane will
immediately correct it”and the pilot will need to give it no at-
tentioti.
.-
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY.
,,.
Since the wind vane oan serve as an indicator of the angle of
attackj “it can, of course, act directly on the elevator.
,,
.. .
I1
I
Suppose,
.,
:relative wind
.84
for example, that it is adjusted in the line of the
when the airplane.is’flying at _6°~ If, for any rea-
1 son, this angle of attack changes, the vane tending to kemain in
I
the direction of the relative wind, acts on the elevator C)ontrols
so as to bring the cell back into its’original position and the
awngle of attack mill remain approximately ccasta.nta
\ Furthermore, if the pilot possesses the means for regulating
the adjustment of the
chosen angle and even
We may therefore
vane during flight, he can always fly at any ‘
take off or land.
conceive the controls of an airplane as fol-
lows. A steering wheel, like those on automobiles, controlling an
irreversible direction. On the steering wheel, handles for con-
trolling the engines. fro the right of the pilot a lever, similar
to the lever for changing the speed of an automobile, OC)ntrolS
the adjustment of the wind vane.
piloting, which, aside from taking off and landing, consists
in watching the course and the altitude, will be extremely Simpli-
fied and will impose no physical strain on the pilot.
Translated by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics*
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Fig. 3.
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